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Members, 

DIR fees have been the talk of the town lately as different reports are releasing their numbers on the delta of DIR fees from recent 
years. NCPA, PUTT, and Drug Topics have all released statements regarding the increase in DIR fees that are hitting pharmacies 
across the nation. PUTT conducted a survey last year of over 600 independent pharmacies and found the average DIR fees charged 
per store total $129,614, which is a 74% increase from the year before. This continues to be a problem for community pharmacies 
throughout the country as we strive to bring simplicity and transparency to the pharmaceutical industry. 

Another firm in Missouri, XIL Consulting, is run by a former top executive of Express Scripts and they ran an analysis that touched 
more on the behavior of how middlemen are using DIR fees as a money grab against independent pharmacies and the effect it is 
having on their business. NCPA's CEO, Douglas Hoey, made the comment that lawmakers should be shocked by the amount of 
dollars PBMs are able to seize through government loopholes and that their constituents are ultimately the ones suffering. Per 
NCPA's statement, '"DIR pharmacy fees overall have skyrocketed by 1,600% in the last five years, totaling $8.58 since 2013,' says 
the report. According to the firm, 'a loophole in the program allows health plans and PBMs to pocket an excessive amount of 
pharmacy DIR fees rather than offset prescription costs for seniors."' We appreciate NCPA as a federal partner and its ability to help 
communicate and coordinate efforts across a number of states in our unified goal of promoting independent pharmacy. 

PCMA has countered to the recent news claiming that everyone needs to be held accountable for what the pharmaceutical landscape 
looks like today and are asking Congress to support value-based care by preserving DIR fees. Which we all know is an oxymoron 
statement due to the way DIR fees have been implemented in pharmacy business practice. DIR fees were estimated to have 



reached $9.1 billion in 2019, which indicates about 18% of total Medicare Part D rebates are now paid by pharmacies, not 
manufacturers. 

Drug Topics also weighed in on XI L's report citing the section that outlines the number of rural pharmacies that have been impacted 
since the introduction of the Medicare Part D program. An estimated 51 % of these rural communities are now considered pharmacy 
deserts. 

LDH Leadership and 2019 Legislative Session Recap 

With 2019 being an election year in Louisiana we knew we would be educating new legislators and officials on LI PA involvement and 
some of the things we have accomplished, well you can now add the secretary of LDH to that list. Governor Edwards officially 
announced the new leader for the Department of Health, Dr. Courtney Phillips, earlier this week. Dr. Phillips is currently serving as 
the secretary of the health department in Texas but has decided to come back home and begin her tenure as secretary in Louisiana 

on April 1st. Dr. Phillips' career began at LDH working various roles throughout the department for 12 years before being tapped to 
join Nebraska's Department of Health and Human services as their chief executive. She has since gone one to work for Texas as the 
executive commissioner of their Health Department since 2018 and has shown that she is more than capable of improving the health, 
safety, and well-being of Louisianans. We look forward to working with Dr. Phillips and getting the ball rolling on items that have seen 
some resistance under past administration heads. 

As we enter another Louisiana legislative session, beginning March 9th, we find it important to glance back on legislation we passed 
last year and their effective dates as they relate to when the law was enacted. Act 124 (SB 41 during session) is the only measure 
we had passed that has not yet taken effect due to the nature of the bill. Below are the Louisiana laws that we passed in 2019: 

Senate Bill 41 (Act 124). 

Effective July 1, 2020 

PBM Monitoring Council- Effective August 1, 2019 

Act 124: 

• Clarifies the Board of Pharmacy has the responsibility to supervise and license the practice of pharmacy in Louisiana.
• Allows the Attorney General & Commissioner of Insurance to enforce the proposed legislation and/or existing law.
• Prohibits unfair and deceptive trade practices, including participation in spread pricing unless required notice is given to the

patient, patient steering unless required notice is given to the patient, drug repackaging and markups, and retroactive claim
adjustments.

• Requires that PBMs owe the duties of good faith, honesty, trust, confidence, and candor to the beneficiaries of a plan and their
contractual partners.

• Requires consistent payment practices and reimbursements between PBMs and pharmacies.
• Prohibits PBMs from dictating drugs be purchased from a particular wholesaler.
• Requires PBMs pay all state or local sales taxes directly, without penalty to pharmacies.
• Prohibits the sale, exchange or exploitation of prescription drug information.
• Creates a PBM monitoring advisory council. Establishes membership, functions, and matters for the council to advise the

commissioner of insurance and the board of pharmacy relative to regulation of PBMs.

Senate Bill 239 (Act 263). 

Effective August 1, 2019 

Act 263: 

• Implements a transaction-fee only model for PBMs operating in the state Medicaid program.
• Prevents data mining of your Medicaid patient information.
• Prevents steering of your Medicaid patients and puts in statute Any Willing Provider provisions.
• Prohibits a PBM from deducting from your reimbursement the 10-cent Provider Fee and/or local sales taxes due on any

prescription.
• Direct the LDH to study a single PBM in the Louisiana Medicaid program model and report its findings by February 1, 2020.



House Bill 242 {Act 105). 

Effective June 4, 2019 

Act 105 was a technical bill to clear up that a health insurance issue or PBM shall not charge any fee related to a claim that is any of 
the following: 

• Not apparent at the time of claim processing
• Not reported on the remittance advice after the initial claim is adjudicated

House Bill 433 {Act 161). 

Effective June 6, 2019 

Act 161: 

• Preserves a community's access to prescription medication by not allowing PBMs to force below cost sales.
• Gives the pharmacy or pharmacist the option to contractually deny filling a prescription if the pharmacy or pharmacist will be

or is reimbursed less than the acquisition cost for a covered drug, device, or service.
• If a pharmacy or pharmacist denies filling a prescription, the pharmacy or pharmacist shall provide the customer with

adequate information as to where the prescription may be filled.
• Prevents a PBM, PSAO, or third party from canceling the pharmacy's or pharmacist's contract; sue for breach of contract; use

the decision to decline as a cause for not review the contract; or retaliate against or penalize the pharmacy or pharmacist in
any way, for providing such information to the customer.

• Creates that the commission of any act prohibited by this shall be considered an unfair method of competition and an unfair
practice or act, and the violator shall be subject to all actions and penalties under the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer
Protection Law in Title 51.

• Further, implements that any contract provision to the contrary shall be null, void, and unenforceable in the state of Louisiana.

House Bill 538 {Act 167). 

Effective August 1, 2019 

Act 167: 

• Removes the word "on-site" from Louisiana Revised Statute 22:1856.1, limiting an entity to audit a pharmacy only once per
year, whether on-site or desktop audit.

• Implements that any audit which involves clinical judgment shall be conducted by or in consultation with a pharmacist licensed
in Louisiana

• Prohibits recoupment of manufacture coupon or discount from the pharmacy for an FDA approved drug.

Oklahoma Board of Pharmacy 

The New York Times article that was published two weeks ago has received major coverage and some states are now doing some 
studying on how the pressure imposed by chain pharmacies are affecting their state's well-being. The Oklahoma Board of Pharmacy 
has announced they will begin investigating claims of inadequate staffing levels at chain drugstores. The popular opinion is that 
these chain pharmacies are letting go of their more experienced, higher paid pharmacists and recruiting younger pharmacists in order 
to increase profit margins. We hope the investigation by the board will help alleviate the stresses on chain pharmacists and increase 
public safety. 

As stated in last week's board meeting, at the LABP Board Meeting last week the members voted to reject a proposal that would have 
eliminated staffing ratios for pharmacy technicians and pharmacy interns. This is a telling sign that shows our board is prioritizing 
patient safety and keeping our chain pharmacies in check. 

Amplicare Webinar: How to Identify Outliers to Improve Patient Adherence 



Amplicare will be hosting a webinar for their users this coming Tuesday on "How to Identify Outliers to Improve Patient Adherence" 
that we encourage our members to check out. To improve patient adherence, having a set plan in place early in the year makes all 
the difference. Learn why and how to address non-adherence at your pharmacy and develop a plan to set yourself up for success 
this year through Amplicare's webinar on February 18th at 1 :00 p.m. CST. Click here to register for the Webinar. 

We are always here for you. 
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